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Abstract.14

Background: Histopathologic studies have demonstrated differential amyloid-� (A�) burden between cortical sulci and gyri
in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), with sulci having a greater A� burden.

15
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Objective: To characterize A� deposition in the sulci and gyri of the cerebral cortex in vivo among subjects with normal
cognition (NC), mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and AD, and to evaluate if these differences could improve discrimination
between diagnostic groups.
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Methods: T1-weighted 3T MR and florbetapir (amyloid) positron emission tomography (PET) data were obtained from the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). T1 images were segmented and the cortex was separated into sulci/gyri
based on pial surface curvature measurements. T1 images were registered to PET images and regional standardized uptake
value ratios (SUVr) were calculated. A linear mixed effects model was used to analyze the relationship between clinical
variables and amyloid PET SUVr measurements in the sulci/gyri. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was
performed to define amyloid positivity. Logistic models were used to evaluate predictive performance of clinical diagnosis
using amyloid PET SUVr measurements in sulci/gyri.
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Results: 719 subjects were included: 272 NC, 315 MCI, and 132 AD. Gyral and sulcal A� increased with worsening
cognition, however there was a greater increase in gyral A�. Females had a greater gyral and sulcal A� burden. Focusing on
sulcal and gyral A� did not improve predictive power for diagnostic groups.
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Conclusion: While there were significant differences in A� deposition in cerebral sulci and gyri across the AD spectrum,
these differences did not translate into improved prediction of diagnosis. Females were found to have greater gyral and sulcal
A� burden.
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INTRODUCTION30

Histopathologic studies have demonstrated differ-31

ential A� burden between cortical sulci and gyri in32

AD, with sulci having a greater average A� burden [1,33

2]. Differential A� accumulation in sulci and gyri is34

thought to have an anatomic or cytoarchitectural basis35

[1, 2]. For instance, sulci are known to have a thicker36

supragranular layer, the layer most susceptible to A�37

deposition, and sulci have a higher cellular density38

[3]. In addition, overall thinning of cortical sulci may39

play a role in the differential A� accumulation espe-40

cially when measuring A� as a percentage of the41

cortical layer [4]. Other possible explanations include42

altered blood supply, degenerative changes in cortical43

folding, and A� plaque morphology [4–6]. Several44

studies have detailed morphologic changes in sulci45

or gyri across the AD spectrum [7, 8]. For instance,46

greater sulcal widening, shallower sulcal depth, and47

reductions in gyral white matter volume have been48

identified with progression from NC to MCI and49

MCI to AD [8]. These changes could be secondary50

to aberrant A� accumulation and therefore examin-51

ing A� burden in cortical sulci and gyri may result52

in early identification of pathologic A� accumulation53

and provide important discriminative information for54

those at increased risk for development of AD and55

associated cognitive decline. In addition, regional dif-56

ferences could translate into improved thresholding57

for classification of A� positivity, the importance of58

which has recently been highlighted with the proposal59

of a biological definition of AD, which incorporates60

imaging and biofluid measures of A� plaques, tau61

neurofibrillary tangles, and neurodegeneration, inde-62

pendent of clinical symptoms [9].63

The aim of this study was to characterize the depo-64

sition of A� in the sulci and gyri of the neocortex in65

vivo among subjects along the spectrum of AD and66

to identify whether greater clinical differences could67

be identified by focusing on either gyral or sulcal A�.68

In this work we hypothesized that A� deposition in69

cortical sulci would show a stronger association with70

clinical diagnosis compared to gyral A� burden as A�71

preferentially accumulates in cerebral sulci, and that72

this would translate into better prediction of clinical73

diagnosis of individual subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 74

Data used in the preparation of this article 75

were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu- 76

roimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (http://adni. 77

loni.usc.edu). We studied all patients enrolled in AD 78

NI phases 2 and 3 who had amyloid PET imag- 79

ing available at the time of the analysis in October 80

2018. All analysis was performed with IRB approval. 81

The ADNI protocol describes all testing performed 82

and the acquisition protocols in depth (http://ad 83

ni.loni.usc.edu). 84

Anatomic T1-weighted MR image acquisition 85

and processing 86

T1 images using a 3T MR were acquired using 87

either accelerated IR-FSPGR or accelerated MPR 88

AGE sequences. The T1 images were segmented 89

using FreeSurfer (version 6.0; surfer.nmr.mgh.ha 90

rvard.edu) [10]. All segmentations were visually 91

inspected, and those in which the segmentation failed 92

were reprocessed after manually adjusting the white 93

matter and/or brain masks in the FreeSurfer process- 94

ing pipeline [11]. One subject was excluded from 95

further analysis due to consistent failure of accurate 96

segmentation which could not be remedied by editing 97

the white matter or brain mask. The cortical regions 98

of interest used in the analysis were: 1) Frontal: 99

caudal middle frontal, lateral orbital frontal, medial 100

orbital frontal, pars opercularis, pars orbitalis, pars 101

triangularis, rostral middle frontal, superior frontal, 102

frontal pole; 2) Temporal: middle temporal, supe- 103

rior temporal; 3) Parietal: inferior parietal, precuneus, 104

superior parietal, supramarginal; 4) Cingulate: poste- 105

rior cingulate, rostral anterior cingulate. Each region 106

of interest was evaluated in the left and right hemi- 107

spheres, for a total of 34 regions of interest. The 108

regions of interest (ROI) were chosen as they are 109

known to have high test-retest reliability for average 110

cortical SUVr quantitative analysis of amyloid PET 111

in patients with AD [12]. 112

The cortex was separated into sulci and gyri using 113

curvature measurements of the pial surface calcu- 114

lated by FreeSurfer. Vertices on the pial surface which 115

had a positive curvature were labeled as sulci, and 116

http://adni.loni.usc.edu
http://adni.loni.usc.edu
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those with a negative curvature were labeled as gyri.117

Volumetric masks of cortical gyri and sulci were118

then created for each subject using the FreeSurfer119

mri surf2vol tool. In addition, in order to reduce par-120

tial volume effects from the amyloid PET images121

due to cerebral white matter and CSF, only vox-122

els that were in the middle of the cortical ribbon123

were used for ROI analysis in PET image process-124

ing (described in the next section). This was done125

also using FreeSurfer’s mri surf2vol tool.126

Amyloid PET image acquisition and processing127

PET image acquisition was performed 50–70 min128

(4 × 5 min frames) after injection of 10 mCi (370129

MBq) ± 10% of florbetapir. The acquired images130

were centrally processed by ADNI, including spa-131

tial alignment, interpolation to a standard voxel size,132

and smoothing by 8 mm full width at half max-133

imum (described at adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/pet-134

analysis-method/pet-analysis).135

The T1 images were then registered to the amy-136

loid PET images using FSL’s FLIRT tool (https://137

fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT) with the max-138

imization of mutual information cost function. All139

images passed a visual inspection for accurate reg-140

istration. Amyloid PET SUVr images were created141

by normalizing by the average uptake value of the142

cerebellar white matter, cerebellar gray matter, brain-143

stem, and cerebral white matter [13]. For the cerebral144

white matter, a modified mask was created by eroding145

the mask by 2 mm, in order to reduce partial vol-146

ume effects between the white matter and adjacent147

gray matter of the cortex and subcortical gray matter.148

Finally, the average SUVr of the gyrus and sulcus of149

each cortical region of interest was calculated.150

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve151

analysis152

An ROC analysis was performed to evaluate153

differences in sensitivity/specificity for cognitively154

unimpaired (NC)/impaired (MCI + AD combined)155

groups using amyloid PET SUVr in sulci, gyri, and156

whole structure (sulci + gyri) in the cortical regions157

of interest. Optimal thresholds for binary A� sta-158

tus (positive/negative) based on sensitivity/specificity159

were then calculated using Youden’s J statistic [14].160

The threshold calculated for the whole structure anal-161

ysis was used to define A� positivity.

Statistical analysis 162

Summary statistics were computed for demograp- 163

hics and clinical characteristics. 164

A linear mixed effects model was used to analyze 165

the relationship between amyloid PET SUVr, diag- 166

nostic group, and demographic covariates. Included 167

covariates were sex, age, years of education, and 168

ApoE status (positive or negative for the presence 169

of APOE4 allele). Note that the linear mixed effects 170

model simultaneously analyzes data across all brain 171

regions from each subject in a single model. The 172

random effect of subject is used to model the result- 173

ing correlation in measurements. Joint modeling 174

ensures that the estimates are statistically efficient 175

and, therefore, p-values do not need to be subse- 176

quently corrected for multiple comparisons as only 177

a single model is fit to the data [15]. See the Supple- 178

mentary Material for a more detailed explanation of 179

the linear mixed effects model. 180

Logistic regression models were then used to 181

analyze predictive performance of cognitively unim- 182

paired (NC)/impaired (MCI + AD) using amyloid 183

PET SUVr in sulci, gyri, or whole structure (sulci + 184

gyri), with adjustments for age, sex, years of edu- 185

cation, and APOE4 status. The average SUVr in all 186

cortical regions of interest was used as the measure 187

of A� burden. A 10-by-10 fold repeated cross- 188

validation was used. Models were compared using 189

Akaike information criterion (AIC). 190

All statistical analyses were implemented using R, 191

version 3.4.4. 192

RESULTS 193

719 subjects were included in the analysis, 272 NC, 194

315 with MCI, and 132 with AD. Demographic and 195

clinical data are presented in Table 1. The A� posi- 196

tivity threshold was an average amyloid PET SUVr 197

of 0.86 in the regions of interest (more details on the 198

determination of A� positivity threshold can be found 199

later in the Results section). As expected, the propor- 200

tion of amyloid positive individuals increased with 201

worsening clinical diagnosis. Results of the linear 202

mixed effects model for gyral and sulcal A� burden 203

are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 204

For NC, MCI, and AD subjects, A� deposition was 205

greatest in cerebral sulci (Fig. 1). The most significant 206

difference in the pattern of A� accumulation between 207

NC individuals and subjects with MCI or AD is the 208

extension of A� into the cerebral gyri, particularly in 209

the frontal lobes (Fig. 1). 210

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical information with p-values from ANOVA or Chi square analysis

Characteristic (n = 163) NC MCI AD p

Number (%) 272 (38%) 315 (44%) 132 (18%)
Age (SD) 73.1 (SD = 6.0) 71.9 (SD = 7.3) 74.4 (SD = 8.2) 0.002
Females (%) 151 (52%) 141 (45%) 57 (43%) 0.013
Years of Education (SD) 16.6 (SD = 2.5) 16.4 (SD = 2.6) 15.7 (SD = 2.7) 0.002
ADAS-Cog 13 (SD) 8.91 (SD = 4.4) 15.7 (SD = 6.8) 31.0 (SD = 8.8) < 0.001
APOE4 (%) 79 (29%) 162 (51%) 88 (67%) <0.001
Females with APOE4 (% of Females) 51 (34%) 74 (52%) 42 (89%) 0.31
Males with APOE (% of Males) 28 (23%) 88 (51%) 46 (61%) 0.31
A� Positive/Negative (% Positive) 64/208 (24%) 177/138 (56%) 115/17 (87%) < 0.001

Table 2
Linear mixed effects model comparing sulcal amyloid PET SUVr

in all ROIs and demographic/clinical information

Change Standard p
in SUVr Error

Intercept 0.934 0.009 < 0.00001
MCI 0.069 (7.39%) 0.010 < 0.00001
AD 0.159 (17.0%) 0.013 < 0.00001
Age 0.004 (0.428%) 0.001 < 0.00001
Female 0.026 (2.78%) 0.009 0.004
Years of –0.001 (0.107%) 0.002 0.642

Education
APOE4 0.103 (11.0%) 0.009 < 0.00001

Female and APOE4 variables indicate effects of these variables in
the left caudal anterior cingulate regions, which was the reference
region used in the linear mixed effects model.

Table 3
Linear mixed effects model comparing gyral amyloid PET SUVr

in all ROIs and demographic/clinical information

Change Standard p
in SUVr Error

Intercept 0.733 0.0104 < 0.00001
MCI 0.082 (11.2%) 0.011 < 0.00001
AD 0.183 (25.0%) 0.014 < 0.00001
Age 0.004 (0.546%) 0.001 < 0.00001
Female 0.045 (6.14%) 0.010 0.00001
Years of –0.001 (0.136%) 0.002 0.490

Education
APOE4 0.119 (16.2%) 0.010 < 0.00001

Female and APOE4 variables indicate effects of these variables in
the left caudal anterior cingulate regions, which was the reference
region used in the linear mixed effects model.

The results of the linear mixed effects model indi-211

cate that gyral and sulcal A� SUVr increased with212

worsening clinical diagnosis; however, there was a213

greater increase in gyral A� in both MCI and AD214

diagnostic groups (Fig. 2). The increase in A� depo-215

sition with increasing age was the same in both sulci216

and gyri (Tables 2 and 3). APOE status was associated217

with an increase in both gyral and sulcal A�. In sub-218

jects that possessed at least one �4 allele, there was219

a SUVr increase of 0.103 or 11.0% (p ≤ 0.00001) in220

the sulci and 0.119 or 16.2% in the gyri (p ≤ 0.00001) 221

(Tables 2 and 3). The linear mixed effects model was 222

run with amyloid positive subjects only (Tables 4 and 223

5). Statistically significant increases in sulcal amyloid 224

burden were observed in the AD clinical diagno- 225

sis group (p = 0.00036) and positive APOE status 226

(p = 0.036). MCI clinical diagnosis in the same anal- 227

ysis was of borderline significance (p = 0.053). For 228

gyral measures, statistically significant increases in 229

amyloid burden were found in both MCI (p = 0.012) 230

and AD (p = 0.00003) clinical diagnosis groups and 231

positive APOE status (p = 0.044). There was a greater 232

increase in gyral amyloid PET SUVr compared to 233

sulcal amyloid PET SUVr in worsening clinical diag- 234

nosis groups and positive APOE status. 235

Comparison of sulcal A� deposition between 236

males and females demonstrated that females had 237

a greater average A� burden in all sulcal regions 238

(p = 0.004) and all gyral regions (p = 0.00001) 239

(Tables 2 and 3). Females had an increase in SUVr 240

of 0.026 (2.78%) for sulcal A� and 0.045 (6.14%) 241

for gyral A� compared to male subjects in our 242

cohort. However, there was no significant interaction 243

between sex and clinical diagnosis in sulci or gyri. 244

Table 6 presents the statistically significant sex dif- 245

ferences in A� burden at specific gyral and sulcal 246

regions. For all cortical regions except for the right 247

pars opercularis sulcus, females had a greater aver- 248

age A� burden compared to males. In the analysis of 249

amyloid positive subjects only, gender was no longer 250

associated with a statistically significant increase in 251

A� burden (Tables 4 and 5). 252

ROC analysis demonstrated that there was no 253

demonstrable difference in the sensitivity/specificity 254

performance for diagnostic group between sulcal and 255

gyral A� burden (Fig. 3). The optimal SUVr thresh- 256

old using Youden’s J statistic was 1.07 for sulci 257

(sensitivity 0.59, specificity 0.83), 0.82 for gyri (sen- 258

sitivity 0.61, specificity 0.82), and 0.86 for whole 259

structure (sensitivity 0.66, specificity 0.76). The area 260
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Fig. 1. Surface-based representation of A� burden measured by amyloid PET SUVr. In these images, dark grey represents cerebral sulci,
light grey represents cerebral gyri, and red/yellow represent areas of greater than the 50th percentile of amyloid PET SUVr distribution, with
yellow indicating greater uptake. A) NC subjects. B) MCI subjects. C) AD subjects. In all images, A� largely accumulates in the cerebral
sulci; with AD, A� deposition becomes more prominent in the gyri of the frontal lobe. There was no visually demonstrable difference
between males and females in this representation of A� burden (separate male/female figures not shown).

Table 4
Linear mixed effects model comparing sulcal amyloid PET SUVr
in all ROIs and demographic/clinical information in amyloid pos-

itive subjects only

Change Standard p
in SUVr Error

Intercept 1.08 0.022 < 0.00001
MCI 0.0428 (4.0%) 0.022 0.053
AD 0.0840 (7.8%) 0.023 0.00036
Age 0.00087 (0.081%) 0.00071 0.22
Female 0.017 (1.6%) 0.025 0.51
Years of 0.0014 (0.13%) 0.0019 0.46

Education
APOE4 0.027 (2.5%) 0.013 0.036

Female and APOE4 variables indicate effects of these variables in
the left caudal anterior cingulate regions, which was the reference
region used in the linear mixed effects model.

under the curve was 0.72 for sulci, 0.73 for gyri,261

and 0.72 for whole structure. Note that this anal-262

ysis provided the threshold for A� positivity used263

in the analysis (Table 1), which was SUVr of 0.86264

Table 5
Linear mixed effects model comparing gyral amyloid PET SUVr in
all ROIs and demographic/clinical information in amyloid positive

subjects only

Change Standard p
in SUVr Error

Intercept 0.929 0.024 < 0.00001
MCI 0.0601 (6.5%) 0.024 0.012
AD 0.106 (11.4%) 0.025 0.00003
Age 0.00060 (0.065%) 0.00077 0.43
Female 0.0435 (4.7%) 0.028 0.12
Years of Education 0.00168 (0.18%) 0.0020 0.41
APOE4 0.0282 (3.0%) 0.014 0.044

Female and APOE4 variables indicate effects of these variables in
the left caudal anterior cingulate regions, which was the reference
region used in the linear mixed effects model.

for the whole structure (gyri + sulci) in the regions of 265

interest. 266

Logistic regression analysis did not show any 267

meaningful difference in sensitivity/specificity per- 268

formance of the sulci, gyri, and whole structure 269
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Fig. 2. Amyloid PET SUVr in frontal gyri and frontal sulci (A), temporal gyri and temporal sulci (B), parietal gyri and parietal sulci (C),
and cingulate gyri and cingulate sulci (D) each with standard deviation error bars. ROIs included in frontal, temporal, parietal, and cingulate
gyri are described in methods.

Table 6
Significant interaction terms (p < 0.05) between patient sex and

region in the linear mixed effects models

Cortical Changes p
Region in SUVr

Females –
Males

Gyri Left frontal pole 0.046 < 0.00001
Left middle temporal 0.015 0.016
Left pars orbitalis 0.032 < 0.00001
Left pars triangularis 0.022 0.0018
Left rostral middle frontal 0.029 0.00001
Left supramarginal 0.018 0.0053
Right frontal pole 0.038 < 0.00001
Right pars orbitalis 0.023 0.00033
Right rostral middle frontal 0.020 0.0017
Right supramarginal 0.017 0.0071

Sulci Left frontal pole 0.029 < 0.00001
Right frontal pole 0.020 0.0012
Right pars opercularis –0.013 0.040

The standard error for gyral measures was 0.0064 and 0.0062 for
sulcal measures.

models. However, AIC analysis demonstrated that the 270

gyri and whole structure models had better fit to the 271

data than the sulci model (better fit models defined as 272

having AIC at least 2 units less than a given model 273

[16]). 274

DISCUSSION 275

In this study, we sought to characterize the pat- 276

tern of A� in cerebral sulci and gyri across the AD 277

spectrum. Our results indicate that in all individuals, 278

regardless of clinical diagnosis, A� largely accumu- 279

lates in cerebral sulci. Interestingly, A� accumulation 280

in gyri is more strongly associated with MCI and AD 281

clinical diagnosis groups; however, this association 282

did not lead to increased predictive power in ROC and 283

logistic regression analysis. We also demonstrated 284
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Fig. 3. ROC curves using varying mean amyloid PET SUVr
thresholds in sulci, gyri, and whole structure (sulci + gyri) in the
cortical regions of interest for classification of cognitively unim-
paired (NC) versus impaired (MCI and AD) subjects.

that females have a greater A� burden compared to285

males across the AD spectrum.286

Histologically, sulci and gyri are known to have287

differences in the thickness of supra- and infragranu-288

lar layers, with sulci containing a larger supragranular289

layer and gyri containing a larger infragranular layer290

[3, 17–19]. This anatomical difference is thought to291

be a result of deformation during cortical folding [20].292

Another explanation for this phenomenon could be293

selective cell death with a bias toward neurons in294

deeper cortical layers [21]. It is possible that the dif-295

ferential A� deposition in sulci and gyri seen in our296

study is due to these histologic differences.297

Although our findings indicate that both gyral and298

sulcal A� increased with worsening clinical diagno-299

sis, this did not translate into increased predictive300

power in ROC and logistic regression analysis. One301

of the major challenges in prediction of clinical diag-302

nosis using A� identified on PET is the definition303

of A� positivity. A variety of methods have been304

used in the literature to calculate thresholds including305

clustering analyses, the 95th percentile, the iterative306

outlier approach, an absolute cut-off (for example,307

SUVr > 1.5), the mean + 2 standard deviations (SD)308

of healthy elderly controls, and the mean + 2 SD of309

healthy young controls [22]. The choice of methodol-310

ogy for threshold calculation can have a major impact311

on the definition of A� positivity. The literature has312

reported a wide variation in A� positivity rates among313

cognitive groups with rates of A� positivity ranging 314

from 0–47% in NC, 37–72% in MCI, and 68%–100% 315

in AD [22]. There are nearly as many studies that do 316

not identify a relationship between A� burden and 317

cognition as there are studies that do identify such a 318

relationship, and rarely do these studies demonstrate 319

a strong relation with heterogenous cohorts [22]. 320

Successful methods for predicting individuals who 321

are likely to experience cognitive decline incorporate 322

multiple factors including imaging, CSF biomarkers, 323

APOE status, and a variety of clinical tests [23–27]. 324

In many of these studies, amyloid PET imaging is an 325

integral measure [28]. One study of 564 NC indi- 326

viduals found that patients with elevated A� had 327

a greater risk for progression to MCI or dementia 328

(HR, 1.6, 95% CI, 0.9–2.8) [29]. NC individuals with 329

elevated brain A� also score worse on the Preclini- 330

cal Alzheimer Cognitive Composite (PACC) at four 331

year follow up, indicating subtle cognitive decline 332

[30]. Amyloid PET imaging has been shown to be an 333

independent predictor of cognitive decline as early 334

as 6.6 years in advance of cognitive decline [31]. 335

Another study was able to predict the time to conver- 336

sion from MCI to AD [32]. Separating A� by sulci 337

and gyri could be incorporated into these methods and 338

potentially improve the accuracy of cognitive decline 339

prediction. 340

Previous studies have evaluated the pattern of gyri- 341

fication in the cortex and its possible relation to 342

AD symptomatology [7, 33–35]. In these studies, 343

abnormalities in global sulcal index and sulcal width 344

have been associated with cognitive decline, possi- 345

bly related to higher A� [36]. This provides another 346

possible course of further analysis—the relationship 347

between A� pathology and patterns of gyrification. 348

In addition to differences in the anatomical dis- 349

tribution of A�, there is an unequal distribution of 350

AD across gender groups. Females compose approx- 351

imately 2/3 of those diagnosed with AD and they 352

suffer more rapid cognitive decline in the context of 353

AD [37]. Data from the Framingham Study found that 354

the lifetime risk of AD for a male was 6.3% (95% CI 355

3.9 to 8.7) whereas the risk of AD in a female was 356

12% (95% CI, 9.2 to 14.8) [6]. Another investiga- 357

tion demonstrated that women are at greater risk of 358

developing AD with an odds ratio of 1.56 (95% CI, 359

1.16–2.10) [39]. Interestingly, one of the most signif- 360

icant relationships between A� burden and cognition 361

has been seen in female populations but not male 362

populations [40]. We found that females had greater 363

gyral and sulcal A� accumulation compared to males 364

(Tables 2 and 3). When viewed as a percentage, the 365
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increase in gyral A� is more than twice as great366

as the increase in sulcal A� (6.14% versus 2.78%).367

Furthermore, the interaction terms between sex and368

regional A� burden in the linear mixed effects model369

demonstrates that the predominant regions with sta-370

tistically significant differences between males and371

females were in the frontal gyri, with females having372

a greater A� burden in these regions; the only statis-373

tically significant region where females did not have374

a greater A� burden than males was the right pars375

opercularis sulcus (Table 6). Elevated brain A� in376

females could help explain the unequal distribution of377

AD across genders. Although elevated A� accumula-378

tion can be identified in NC individuals, the presence379

of abnormal A� remains a major risk factor for cog-380

nitive decline [23–26, 28]. Furthermore, global A�381

measures have been inversely correlated to specific382

cognitive scoring assessments [41, 42]. In contrast,383

other studies have indicated that specific patterns of384

high A� deposition in regions such as the inferior385

temporal lobe, striatum, cingulate gyrus, precuneus,386

or frontal lobe correlate more strongly with clinical387

diagnosis or that the chronicity of A� plaques may388

play a role in abnormal cognition or rapid cognitive389

decline [42–47].390

The pathologic basis for why females are more391

susceptible to AD has been explored by other392

work [48, 49]. In AD, excessive neuroinflamma-393

tion is frequently cited as a dysregulated mechanism394

that contributes to disease progression [50]. In this395

hypothesis, chronic neuroinflammation results in396

pathologic cytokine production which in turn induces397

A� production [50]. Females have been found to398

have greater inflammatory dysregulation compared to399

men [48, 49]. Moreover, microglia, the most common400

neuroimmune cells, are found in greater numbers401

in females, possibly generating a greater neuroin-402

flammatory response [48, 49]. The difference in risk403

profile between males and females could also be404

attributable to protective estrogenic action in mito-405

chondria that wanes with age [51].406

APOE4 status and age are also well known to con-407

fer a significant risk of AD. Individuals with �4/4408

genotype have a 10-fold increase in risk (95% CI,409

3.6–35.2) and those with �3/4 genotype have a 1.7410

fold higher risk (95% CI, 1.0–2.9) [52]. In our study,411

subjects with at least one �4 allele had a SUVr412

increase of 0.103 (11.0%) in the sulci and 0.119413

(16.2%) in the gyri. After the age of 65, it is esti-414

mated that one’s risk of AD doubles every 5 years and415

after the age of 85, AD may affect as much as 1/3rd
416

of the population [53, 54]. In terms of A� burden,417

every year of age beyond the average age of a NC 418

subject in our study increased sulcal and gyral SUVr 419

by 0.004 (0.428% in sulci and 0.546% in gyri). If 420

this cross-sectional data were applied over 5 years, it 421

would represent an increase in 2.14% for sulci and 422

2.73% in gyri. Although these covariates have been 423

discussed individually, it is important to remember 424

that demographic and genetic factors often work in 425

synergy to accelerate cognitive decline [25]. 426

In contrast to the finding of elevated A� accu- 427

mulation in females and with increasing age in the 428

analysis of all subjects (amyloid positive plus amy- 429

loid negative), demographic variables were no longer 430

associated with higher A� burden in the amyloid pos- 431

itive only cohort. In both the sulci and gyri, there 432

was no statistically significant elevation in A� burden 433

with increasing age or female gender when exam- 434

ining the amyloid positive group alone. This could 435

indicate that once defined as amyloid positive, these 436

factors do not significantly contribute to any fur- 437

ther amyloid accumulation. We were unable to find 438

a study with similar results in our literature search. 439

It is well understood that amyloid positivity on PET 440

is a major risk factor for progression to MCI or AD, 441

even though cognitively normal patients may have 442

significant brain A� accumulation [29, 55, 56]. For 443

example, when compared to amyloid negative sub- 444

jects, amyloid positive subjects with MCI have been 445

found to have far higher risk of progression to AD 446

(hazard ratio = 3.74, 95% CI = 1.21–11.58) [55]. It 447

is possible that because amyloid positivity confers 448

such a large risk for progression to MCI/AD and that 449

the average age in our sample was over the age of 450

70, the relative contributions of sex and age were 451

not major determinants of further A� accumulation 452

among those already defined as amyloid positive. 453

The current study does have limitations. First, 454

although the sample size is 719 individuals, the 455

majority of the subjects are NC (n = 273) or MCI 456

(n = 315) and a smaller proportion of individuals are 457

diagnosed with AD (n = 132). In addition, the unequal 458

distribution in sex across diagnostic groups, with a 459

lower percentage of females in MCI and AD groups 460

compared to NC, could have impacted our results due 461

to a resulting greater variance in the sample popula- 462

tion compared to the true variance. A linear modeling 463

analysis of amyloid metrics versus the main effects 464

and interaction between sex and clinical diagnosis 465

was performed, which demonstrated no significant 466

interaction between the terms, and no violation of 467

assumptions of normality or equal variance in the 468

model (see Supplementary Material). Finally, this 469
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study is limited by its cross-sectional nature. How-470

ever, the large number of subjects strengthens the471

analysis. More detailed analysis with the inclusion of472

longitudinal data would be helpful to better quantify473

the time course of regional A� accumulation across474

the spectrum of AD.475

CONCLUSION476

A� deposition occurs primarily in cerebral sulci.477

A� deposition in cortical gyri demonstrate a greater478

association with clinical diagnosis than A� deposi-479

tion in the cortical sulci. However, these differences480

did not yield improved predictive power for diagnos-481

tic group. Females were found to have greater gyral482

and sulcal A� burden compared to males.483
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